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'The Nowhere Kids' are Dream Fighters who the academy has lost contact with. No one knows for sure what
happened to them, just that they vanished in the Dream World. It turns out they hadn't gone very far and they
plan to destroy the academy and the Dream Fighters. Just as the Dream Fighters started to enjoy peace after
the war with Sarlak and the Gorgons, things start to heat up again.
Jillian has a vision of a bridge collapse and is told she must stop it from happening. Danny hears voices,
taunting him, saying they are coming for him. He decides to investigate. Where the old academy once stood a
new one has sprung up. This one looks more modern, with incredible technology. Danny has been named
Headmaster, a title he is very uncomfortable with, after Sarlak's defeat and Uncle Johnny's retirement. At a
young age he must decide if he will act as the Dream Fighters' leader or savior, and decides he must save them
from the coming attack.Even with his immense powers, he is defense against this force.
When the Dream Fighters discover Danny has been captured, they launch a rescue mission, unaware that a
large, technologically advanced enemy awaits them. Braden assumes control of the rescue force, and must
somehow figure out how to beat an enemy that clearly outnumbers him in both fighters and machines. This
fourth installment in the Dream Fighter Chronicles shows the fighters growing up and facing serious decisions

with dangerous consequences. Enemies old and new will appear, along with a class of new recruits with
unique powers. In investigating the Nowhere Kids, the Dream Fighters discover many secrets, including who
Allie (the Academy Library Learning Intelligence) really is. Packed with action and excitement, The Nowhere
Kids will keep readers turning pages as several plots come together in an ending no one could see coming.
Can the Dream Fighters figure out how to defeat an enemy clearly superior to them?

